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This exercise sheet is about implementing a code generator for MiniJava programs.
To this end, you need to extend the solution of exercise sheet 8. This exercise sheet only
covers the code generation for expressions, assignments, and I/O operations.
The output of your program will consist of a block of R-CMa instuctions. In order
to make this exercise more interactive and help you to debug your code, we provide a
graphical tool called Vam. The tool allows you to enter a R-CMa program and run it
step-by-step; at each program point during the execution you can view the contents of all
registers.
For this exercise, you need to know the following additional R-CMa instructions which
were not discussed in the lecture:
instruction
neq Ri Rj Rk
write Ri
read Ri

semantics
Ri = Rj 6= Rk

description
compare registers for inequality
output the contents of a register to the user
load a register with data given by the user

Assignment 11.1. Adapted Symbol Table Visitor
In Exercise Sheet 9 you were asked to implement a visitor that builds up the symbol table
for a MiniJava program. To this end, you added a reference to the Expr.Identifier class
that connects each identifier in the syntax tree to its respective declaration node. For this
exercise we instead need a mapping from the identifier nodes to the R-CMa registers they
are stored in. Consider the register organization discussed in the lecture:

R-CMa register ﬁle

Registers used
for variables

...
Rk+1
Rk
...
R2
R1
R0

Registers used
for temporary
results

Your first task is to adapt the SymbolTableVisitor and Expr.Identifier classes so
that the identifiers are equipped with their register index instead of the reference to the
declaration node. The modified visitor should also record the maximum register index
used; temporary computations can use all registers with a greater index.
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Assignment 11.2. Code Generation Framework
Next you need to implement the basic code generation routines. To this end, you need
to create methods which generate the basic instructions of the R-CMa machine and accumulate them in a list. In the source directory you find a package called codegen that
contains a basis for your implementation. For this exercise, finish the implementation of
the RCMa class and create subclasses of the Instruction class for the different R-CMa
instructions. The RCMa.java source file contains further hints for your implementation.
Assignment 11.3. Code Generation Visitor
Finally, you need to implement the code generation for the different syntax tree node
types that occur in MiniJava. For this exercise sheet you do not need to consider the Loop
and IfThenElse statements.
The code generation can again be implemented using a visitor. To this end, create a
CodeGenerationVisitor class. Complete your code by adapting the main function so that
it first builds the symbol table information and then proceeds with the code generation.
The source directory contains a file called codegen1.minijava. Use this file to test your
code generation. Also write your own test programs and run the resulting R-CMa assembly
program in Vam.
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